Preface

The First International Conference on “Computational Intelligence in Data Mining (ICCIDM-2014)” was hosted and organized jointly by the Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Information Technology and MCA, Veer Surendra Sai University of Technology, Burla, Sambalpur, Odisha, India between 20 and 21 December 2014. ICCIDM is an international interdisciplinary conference covering research and developments in the fields of Data Mining, Computational Intelligence, Soft Computing, Machine Learning, Fuzzy Logic, and a lot more. More than 550 prospective authors had submitted their research papers to the conference. ICCIDM selected 192 papers after a double blind peer review process by experienced subject expertise reviewers chosen from the country and abroad. The proceedings of ICCIDM is a nice collection of interdisciplinary papers concerned in various prolific research areas of Data Mining and Computational Intelligence. It has been an honor for us to have the chance to edit the proceedings. We have enjoyed considerably working in cooperation with the International Advisory, Program, and Technical Committees to call for papers, review papers, and finalize papers to be included in the proceedings.

This International Conference ICCIDM aims at encompassing a new breed of engineers, technologists making it a crest of global success. It will also educate the youth to move ahead for inventing something that will lead to great success. This year’s program includes an exciting collection of contributions resulting from a successful call for papers. The selected papers have been divided into thematic areas including both review and research papers which highlight the current focus of Computational Intelligence Techniques in Data Mining. The conference aims at creating a forum for further discussion for an integrated information field incorporating a series of technical issues in the frontier analysis and design aspects of different alliances in the related field of Intelligent computing and others. Therefore the call for paper was on three major themes like Methods, Algorithms, and Models in Data mining and Machine learning, Advance Computing and Applications. Further, papers discussing the issues and applications related to the theme of the conference were also welcomed at ICCIDM.
The proceedings of ICCIDM have been released to mark this great day in ICCIDM which is a collection of ideas and perspectives on different issues and some new thoughts on various fields of Intelligent Computing. We hope the author’s own research and opinions add value to it. First and foremost are the authors of papers, columns, and editorials whose works have made the conference a great success. We had a great time putting together this proceedings. The ICCIDM conference and proceedings are a credit to a large group of people and everyone should be there for the outcome. We extend our deep sense of gratitude to all for their warm encouragement, inspiration, and continuous support for making it possible.

Hope all of us will appreciate the good contributions made and justify our efforts.
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